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Abstract 
A two-valued function f defined on the vertices of a graph G =(V, E), f: V ~I -  1, 1}, is 
a majority dominating function if the sum of its function values over at least half the closed 
neighborhoods is at least one. That is, for at least half the vertices ve V, f(N[v])~ 1, where 
N [ v ] consists of v and every vertex adjacent to v. The weight of a majority dominating function 
is f(V) =~f(v) ,  over all vertices ve V. The majority domination umber of a graph G, denoted 
7m~j(G), equals the minimum weight of a majority dominating function of G. In this paper we 
present properties of the majority domination umber and establish its value for various classes 
of graphs. We show that the decision problem corresponding to the problem of computing 
~maj(G) is NP-complete. 
1. Introduction 
Let G=(V, E) be a graph, and let v be a vertex in V. The open neighborhood of v is 
defined as the set of vertices adjacent o v, i.e., N(v) = { u I uv e E }. The closed neighbor- 
hood of v is N I-v] = N(v)u { v }. For a set S of vertices, we define the open neighbor- 
hood N(S)= yN(v)  over all v in S, and the closed neighborhood N[S]=N(S)uS .  
A set S of vertices is a dominating set if N[S] = V. The domination umber of a graph 
G, denoted 7(G), is the minimum cardinality of a dominating set in G. 
For any real valued function g: V--.R and S_  V, let g(S)=Zu~sg(u). A minus 
dominating function is defined in [-3] as a function g: V~{-1 ,0 ,1}  such that 
g(N[-v])>J 1 for all veV. A minus dominating function is minimal if and only if for 
every vertex ve V with g(v)>~O, there exists a vertex ueN[v] with g(N[u])= 1. The 
minus domination umber for a graph G is ~- (G)= min { g( V) lg is a minus dominating 
function on G}. 
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A signed dominating function is defined in [4] as a function g: V ~{ - 1, 1 } such that 
for every v~V, g(N[v])>~l. The signed domination number for a graph G is 
~s(G) = min { g(V) I g is a signed dominating function on G ). 
2. Definition of majority domination 
A majority dominating function has been defined by Hedetniemi [6] as a function 
g: V ~ { -  1, 1 } such that for at least half the vertices w V, g(N [ v])>~ 1. The majority 
domination umber for a graph G is Yma~(G)=min{g( V) Jg is a majority dominating 
function on G}. We say g is a minimal majority dominating function if there does not 
exist a majority dominating function h:V--*{-1, 1 }, h #g, for which h(v)<<,g(v) for 
every v~ V. 
There is a wide variety of possible applications for this variation of domination. 
By assigning the values + 1 and - 1 to the vertices of a graph we can model such 
things as networks of people or organizations in which global decisions must be 
made (e.g. yes-no, agree-disagree, like-dislike, etc.). In such a context, for example, 
the majority domination number represents the minimum number of people 
whose positive votes can assure that at least half of all local groups of voters 
(represented by closed neighborhoods) have more positive than negative voters, 
even though the entire network may have far more people who vote negative than 
positive. 
Proposition 1. A majority dominating function g on a graph G is minimal only iffor every 
vertex v~ V with g(v)= 1, there exists a vertex u~N[v] with g(N[u])~{1,2}. 
Proofi Let g be a minimal majority dominating function and assume that there is 
a vertex v with g(v) = 1 and g(N[u])~{1,2} for every u~N[v]. Define a new function 
f :  V~{ -- 1, 1} by f (v )= - 1 and f(u)=g(u) for all u Cv. Then for all ueN[v], either 
g(N[u])<~O, in which case f (N[u])=g(N[u])-2<~O--2= -2 ,  or g(N[u])>~3, in 
which case f(N[u])>~ 1. For w~N[v], f(N[w])=g(N[w]).  Thus the number of 
positive closed neighborhood sums under the function f i s  the same as the number 
under the function g. Hence since g is a majority dominating function, so too isf. Since 
f<g,  the minimality of g is contradicted. [] 
3. Graphs with positive or negative majority domination numbers 
In this section, we show that there exist graphs with majority domination umbers 
which are positive, negative or zero. Some families of graphs fall into one of these 
groups. This leads us to examine various classes of graphs in an attempt o classify 
them according to their majority domination umbers. 
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Proposition 2. 
1 for n odd, 
7maj(K,)= 2 Jbr n even. 
Proof. Let G=(V,E) be isomorphic to K, ,  and let ,q be any majority dominating 
function for which g(V) = 7maj(G).  Then g(V) = g(N [ v])>~ 1 for at least one vertex v in 
V. Let P and M be the sets of vertices in G that are assigned the values + 1 and - l, 
respectively, under g. Then I PI + [ M I = n, and IPL- I  M I = g(V) > 1, so I PI > 1 + I MI = 
l+n- lP  I. It follows that IPl>~[(n+l)/2] and IMl=n-lPl<~[_(n-lii/2J. Hence 
~m.~ G) = I P I - I M I > V (n + 1)/2 7-- t_(n - 1)/2 J. However, by assigning to [_(n - 1)/2 J 
vertices the value -1 ,  and to the remaining [-(n+ 1)/27 vertices the value + l, we 
produce a majority dominating function of a of weight [-(n+ 1) /2 I - [ _ (n -  1)/2J, so 
7maj(G)~<~(n+ 1) /2~-[_ (n -  1)/2J. Consequently, 7maj(G)=[-(n+ 1)/27-[_in- ll/2J. 
The result now follows. D 
Proposition 3. 
{12 f°r n even, 
7maj(Kl*)= for n odd. 
Proofi Let G=(V,E)  be isomorphic to KI , . ,  and let g be any majority dominating 
function for which g(V) = ?m,j(G)' Let v be the central vertex of G. If g (v )= - l, then 
the sum of the function values of g over every closed neighborhood ifferent from 
N[v] is less than 1, producing a contradiction. Hence g( V)=g(N[v])>~ 1. Let P and 
M be the sets of vertices in G that are assigned the values + 1 and - 1, respectively, 
under g. Then ]PI+[MI=n+I, and IPI- IMI=g( V)>>- I, so ]P I>~I+IMI= 
1 +In+ 1 - IP I ) .  It follows that IPl>.g(n+2)/2q and IM l=n+ 1-1Plain~21. Hence 
Ymaj(G)=lpl-[M I >~r(n+2)/27-Ln/2J. However, if we assign to the vertex v and to 
[ n/27 end-vertices the value + 1, and to the remaining [_ n/2 J vertices the value - 1, 
then we produce a majority dominat ing function of G of weight [-(n + 2)/2-]-[_ n/2 J. 
Thus )~maj(G) ~<[-(n + 2)/27-[_ n/2J. Consequently, ~maj(G) =F(n + 2)/27-[_ n/2j. The 
result now follows. [] 
Proposition 4. For n ~ m >~ 2 integers. 
2-n  for m even, 
7m~j(Km,n) = 3--n for m odd. 
Proof. Let G=(  V, E) be isomorphic to K .. . .  and let U and W be the partite sets of 
G with I UI =m and [WI =n. Among all the minimum majority dominating functions 
on G, let g be one that assigns the value - 1 to as many vertices of W as possible. Let 
U ÷ and U-  be the sets of vertices in U that are assigned the value + 1 and -1 ,  
respectively, under g. Let W ÷ and W- be defined analogously. Then 
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]/maj (G) = g(V) = I U + I - I U -  I + I w + I - I w -  I. If m = n, then, by relabelling the sets 
U and W if necessary, we may assume that g(N[w])>~ 1for at least one vertex w in W. 
I fm < n, then since at least half the closed neighborhood sums under g are positive, it is 
evident that g(N[w])>>. 1 for at least one vertex w in W. For such a vertex w, we note 
that g(w)+ g( U)=g( N[w])>~ 1. Hence, g( U) >~ 1 -g(w)>~O. 
We show that W= W-;  that is to say, each vertex of W is assigned the value - 1 
under g. Assume, to the contrary, that W + -¢:0. If U= U +, then let f :  V---,{ - 1, 1} be 
defined as follows: Let f (v )=- I  if yeW + and let f(v)=g(v) if yeW +. Then 
f (N [ w ] ) =f  (U) - I f  (w) = m - 1/> 1 for each w ~ W. Since J WI/> I U I, it follows that f is 
a majority dominat ing function on G of weight less than that of g, producing 
a contradiction. Hence there exists at least one vertex u, say, in U- .  We now let 
h: V~{-1 ,1}  be defined as follows: Let h (u )=+l ,  h (v )=- I  if v~W + and let 
h(v)=g(v) for all remaining vertices v in V. Then h(U)=g(U)+2>~2, since g(U)>~O. 
Thus, h(N[w])=h(U)+h(w)>>.2-1 = 1 for all w~W. Since J Wl~>lUI, it follows that 
h is a majority dominat ing function on G. However, h assigns the value - 1 to more 
vertices of W than does g, contrary to our choice of g. We deduce, therefore, that 
W=W-.  
Now let w be a vertex in W for which g(N[w])>~l. Then g(U)+g(w)= 
g(N[w])>~l, so IU+I-IU-I=g(U)>>.I-g(w)=2. Thus IU+I>~IU-1+2.  Since 
m=IU+I+IU-I, it follows that IU+I>~m-IU+I+2, so IU+l>>.[m/2]+l and 
IU- I=m-lU+l<~Lm/2]- l .  Hence Ymaj(gm,,)=Ymaj(G)=g(V)=lU+l-lU-I+ 
I W+l - I  w-l>~[m/2]-Lm/2J+2-n.  However, if we assign to [m/2]+ 1 vertices of 
U the value + 1, and to the remaining n + L m/2 j -1  vertices in V the value -1 ,  then 
we produce a majority dominat ing function of G of weight [m/2] -Lm/2J+2-n.  
Thus 7maj( gm,n)=Tmaj( G)~[m/2 7-L m/2 ]'k- 2 -n .  Consequently, 7maj( Km,n)=~m/2 7 
-Lm/2 J+2-n .  The result now follows. [] 
To determine the majority dominat ion number of a path, we use the following 
useful result in [4]. 
Proposition 5 (Dunbar et al. [4]). For n >~ 2 an integer, 
?s (P , )=n- -2  ~--  • 
Proposition 6. For n >~ 3 an integer, 
{ -2L-" -~ J for n even, ~maj(P.)= I _2L~j  for n odd. 
Proof. We show first that the bounds given in the statement of the proposit ion are 
upper bounds on ~maj(Pn). Let 7"1 be a path on rn/2] vertices and let T2 be a path on 
L n/2 J vertices. Let T= (V, E) be the path on n vertices obtained from the disjoint union 
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of Tx and T2 by joining an end-vertex of Tl with an end-vertex of 7"2. Let f be 
a minimum signed dominating function on TI. Note thatfassigns the value + 1 to the 
two end-vertices and their neighbors. Now let #:V- - ,{ -  1, 1} be defined as follows: 
Let ,q(v)=f(v) if vsV(T1) and 9(v )=- I  if veV(Tz). Then ,q(N[v])~>l for each 
ve V(T1) and #(N[v])~<0 for each veV(T2). Since IV( T1)[) I  V(T2)[, it follows that 
,q is a majority dominating function on T. Hence 7maj( T)~,q( v)=7~(Pr,21)-Ln/2]. If 
n is even, then Ymaj(Pn)=Ymaj(T)~Ts(Pn/2)-n/2. By Proposit ion 5, we know that 
'/,, ( P./2 ) = n/2 - 2 L (n -- 4)/6 J. It follows that, if n is even, then 7re,j(P.) ~< -- 2 L( n - 4)/6 J. 
On the other hand, if n is odd, then Ymaj(P,)=Ymaj(T)~7~(P(n+x)/z)-(n - 1)/2. By 
Proposit ion 5, we know that y~(P(.+l)/2)=(n+ 1)/2--2L(n-3)/6J. It follows that. if 
n is odd, then 7maj(P.)~< 1--2L(n--  3)/6 j. 
We show next that the bounds given in the statement of the proposition are 
lower bounds on Ymaj(Pn). TO do this, let 9 be a minimum majority dominating 
function on T, where T~ P,. Let P and M be the sets of vertices in G that are assigned 
the values + 1 and - 1, respectively. Then [P[ + IM[  =n. Further, let P+ and P -  be the 
sets of vertices in P whose closed neighborhood sum under .q is positive and nonposi- 
tive, respectively. Define M + and M-  analogously. Then P=P+uP-  and 
M=M+wM -. 
Necessarily, each vertex of P -  is isolated in T - -M,  while each vertex of P+ belongs 
to a component of T -  M of order at least 2. Let T~ . . . . .  T, (r >~ 1) be the components 
of T- -M of order at least 2. For each component T~ (1 ~i<~r), we associate a vertex c~ 
and let X--{v~ . . . . .  v,}. We now construct a bipartite graph H with partite sets 
XwP-  and M + by joining v~ to a vertex ueM + whenever u is adjacent o a vertex in 
the component T~, and joining weP-  to ueM + ifuweE. Then it is not too difficult to 
see that if H contains a cycle, then so too does T. Hence H is acyclic. In particular, this 
means that p(H)>>,q(H)+ 1.But q(H) is the number of edges of Twith one end in M - 
and the other end in P. Since each vertex of M + is adjacent o two vertices of P, 
q(H)=2IM+[. Moreover, p(H)=[P-I+[X[+]M+[. It follows, therefore, that 
[P [+IXI+IM+I>~2IM+[+I, so [XI>~IM+I-IP-I+I; that is to say, there are at 
least I M+I - I P - I+  1 components of order at least 2 in T -M.  However, each such 
component contains at least two vertices of I P + I, so I P[ ~> I P + [/> 2(I M + I - I  P -  I + 1). 
Since 9 is a majority dominating function on T, at least half the closed neighbor- 
hood sums under 9 are positive. Hence IM+I+IP+I>~[p(T)/2]=[n/2], or IM+I 
~;n/2-]-IP+I=[n/2]-(IPI-IP-I). It follows that IM+I-IP-I>~[n/2-I-IPI. 
Hence IPI>>.2(IM+I-I P l+ l)>~2([n/2-]-lPI)+ 2, or, equivalently, IPI~; 
(2[-n/2]+ 2)/3. We now consider two possibilities, depending on whether n is even or 
odd. 
If n=2k, where k~>2, then IPl>~(2k+2)/3, so IPJ>~[(2k+2)/3]. Thus 7maj(Pn) =: 
~, m,,j( T )= IP I - IM  I =IP I - (n - IP I )= 2 [PI-n>. 2[(2k + 2/3 ] -  2k= - 2( k - [ (2k  + 2)/3-]l 
=-2L(k -2 ) /3 J=-21(n -4) /6  A. On the other hand, if n=2k+l ,  where k~> 1, then 
IPl~(2k +4)/3, so IPl>.[(2k +4)/3-]. Thus, Ymaj(P.)=21PI-n~ 2[(2k +4)/3-]-(2k + l) 
= -1  -2(k-[(2k+4)/3-])= - 1 -2 (L (k -  1)/3/- 1)= 1 -2L(n-3)/6 j. This completes 
the proof of the proposition. [] 
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Proposition 7. For n >>.3 an integer, ~;maj( fn)=~maj( Pn). 
Proof. Let T=(V,E) be the path on n vertices constructed in the first paragraph of 
Proposition 6, and let 9 be the majority dominating function on T defined in the 
aforementioned paragraph. Now let G be the cycle on n vertices obtained from the path 
T by joining the two end-vertices with an edge. Then it is easy to see that g is a majority 
dominating function on G, so 7maj(Cn)=Tmaj(G)~g(V)=Tmaj(Pn).  We show next that 
))maj(Cn)~)maj(Pn). Let fbe  a minimum majority dominating function on G. Let P and 
M be the sets of vertices in G that are assigned the values + 1 and - 1, respectively, under 
f For n~>9, we note that, by Proposition 6, 7maj(Pn)<0. Consequently, 
[ P I - r M [ = f (V)  = 7maj (G) ~< ~maj (Pn) < 0, SO I M] > I P I. This means that M must contain 
two adjacent vertices u and v, say. Consider now the path P on n vertices obtained from 
G by removing the edge uv. The number of positive closed neighborhood sums underfon 
P is the same as that underfon G. Thus, sincefis a majority dominating function on G, 
it follows that f is a majority dominating function on P. Hence for n>~9, 
))maj(Pn):~maj(P)~(V)-~-~maj(fn). Co sequently, ~maj(Cn):~)maj(Pn) for n >/9. For small 
values of n, the result is easy to verify. [] 
Proposition 8. For n >~ m >11 integers, 
7maj(K,nuK~)=f l - rn  for n odd, 
2 -m for n even. 
Proof. Let G1 =( V1, El) be a isomorphic to K,., and let G 2 =( 1/'2, E2) be isomorphic to 
K.. Let G=(V,E) be the graph obtained from the disjoint union of G1 and G2, so 
G ~ K,, w K.. Let 9 be a minimum majority dominating function on G. If m = n, then, by 
renaming the graphs G1 and G2 if necessary, we may assume that g(V2) =g(N Iv])/> 1 for 
at least one vertex v in V2. If m < n, then since at least half the closed neighborhood 
sums under 9 are positive, it is evident hat O( V2)=9(N[v])>~ 1 for at least one vertex 
v in V2. Hence in both cases, g( V2)~ > 1. Let P and M be the sets of vertices in G2 that 
are assigned the values + 1 and -1 ,  respectively, under g. Then I PI + IMP =n, and 
IPI-IMI=o(V2)>~I, so [P l>~l+lMl=l+n- lP I .  It follows that ]Pl>>.[(n+l)/2] 
and IM[<<.L(n-1)/2 j. Thus 9(V2)=IPI--IMI>~[(n+I)/2-]--[_(n-1)/2J. Hence, 
7m~j(K,.wK,)=g(V)=g(VI)+g(V2)>~[(n+I)/2]--L(n-1)/2_J-m. However, if we 
assign to [-(n + 1)/2 ] vertices in V2 the value + 1, and to the remaining m +L(n-1)/2 J 
vertices in v the value -1 ,  then we produce a majority dominating function of G 
of weight [-(n+ l ) /2 ] -L (n -  1)/2J-m. So 7maj(gmtogn)~F(nq - 1)/2I--[_(n- 1)/2J--m. 
Consequently, ~'maj(K,,wK.)=F(n+ 1)/2-I-[_(n--1)/2J--m. The result now follows. [] 
In general, we have not characterized those graphs with negative majority domination 
numbers. But we can find various families of graphs with majority domination umber 
less than any negative integer. As an immediate consequence of Propositions 4 and 6, we 
have the following results. 
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Fig. 1. The Haj6s graph. 
Proposition 9. For any negative integer k, there exists a complete bipartite graph G jor 
which '~maj (G) ~ k. 
Proposition 10. For any negative integer k, there exists a path T for which 7maj( T}~ k. 
For m an integer, let p(m, '~maj) be the smallest order of a connected graph with majority 
domination number equal to m. 
Proposition 11. For m >~O an integer, p( -m, ym,j)=m +4. 
Proof. Let G=(V, E) be a connected graph with "Ymaj(G) = --m, and consider a minimum 
majority dominating function g on G. Let P and M be the sets of vertices in G that are 
assigned the values + 1 and - 1, respectively, under g. Then -m =g(  V)= IP I - IM I ,  so 
I M I = [ P I + m. It is evident hat I P I >~ 2, for otherwise g(N [ v ]) ~< 0 for every vertex v of G, 
contradicting the fact that g is a majority dominating function on G. Thus 
Ivl=lPl+lMl=2lPl+m>~m+4. Since G is an arbitrary connected graph with 
7m,j(G) = - m, it follows that p ( -  m, 7maj) >~ m + 4. However, by Proposition 4, we note 
that K2,m + 2 is a connected graph of order m + 4 with majority domination umber equal 
to -m,  so p(--m, Tmaj)~m +4. Consequently, p( -m,  Ymaj)=m+4. 
4. Relationships among domination parameters 
In general, we know that 3: and 7maj are not comparable. In Section 3, we estabhshed 
that there exist graphs with majority domination umbers which are negative. However, 
the domination umber of a graph is always positive, so 7maj (G)< ~(G) is possible. On the 
other hand, 7maj(K2)=2 and 7(K2)= 1, so 7maj(G)>y(G) is possible. In general, we also 
know that 7- and "~maj re not comparable. For n odd, we have by Proposition 3 that 
7maj(Kl,,)=2 while y - (K1 , , )=  1, so )'-(G}<Tmaj(G) is possible. On the other hand, it is 
shown in [3] that for every tree T, 7- i T) >~ 1. However, by Proposition 6 there exist paths 
T for which ?maj(T)<0, so 7-(G)>Ymaj(G) is possible. Since every signed dominating 
function is also a majority dominating function, we have the following result. 
Proposition 12. For every graph G, 7maj(G) ~< 7~( G ). 
Note that 7maj(G)=Ts(G ) if G~ K,  or if G is the Haj6s graph shown in Fig. 1 for which 
)'s(G) ='Ymaj(G) =0. 
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5. Complexity results 
In this section we show that the decision problem 
MAJORITY DOMINATING FUNCTION 
INSTANCE: A graph G and an integer k. 
QUESTION: Is there a majority dominating function of weight k or less for G? 
is NP-complete by describing a polynomial transformation from the following known 
NP-complete decision problem [5]: 
DOMINATING SET 
INSTANCE: A planar 4-regular graph G=( V, E) and a positive integer k ~1VI/2. 
QUESTION: Is there a dominating set of cardinality k or less for G? 
Proposition 13. The decision problem MAJORITY DOMINATING FUNCTION is 
NP-complete. 
Proof. Obviously, MAJORITY DOMINATING FUNCTION is in NP. 
Let G be a 4-regular planar graph, p=p(G) and k be an integer such that k <<.p/2. Let 
H be the graph constructed from G as follows: Take a complete graph F on p + 8 vertices 
and an empty graph L on eight vertices, and let H be obtained from the disjoint union of 
F, G, and L by joining each vertex of U~ V(F), I UI =4 to every vertex V(G)w V(L). It is 
clear that the graph H can be constructed from G in polynomial time. Fig. 2 illustrates the 
construction of the graph H. 
We start by showing that if S is a dominating set of G of cardinality at most k, then 
there is a majority dominating function f of H of weight at most 2k -2p-8 :  Define 
f: V(H) ~{ - 1, 1} by f (v )= 1 ifv~Su U, while f (v )= - 1 otherwise. I fwS,  then f (v )= 1 
and since G is 4-regular and f (  U)=4, it follows that f (N[v] )~ 1. I fw  V(G)-S, then v is 
adjacent to some vertex u in S for which f (u )= 1. Again it follows that f(N[v])>~ 1. It is 
clear that f (N[w])=3 for each vertex w~V(L), so that f(N[v])>~l for at least 
p + 8 = ½ (2p + 16) = ½ p(H) vertices. This shows that f is a majority dominating function of 
H of weight 21SI - 2p-- 8 ~< 2k-  2p-  8. 
For the converse, assume that 7ma~(H)~< 2k-  2p-  8. Among all the minimum majority 
dominating functions of H, let fbe  one that assigns the value + 1 to as many vertices of 
U as possible. Let P and M be the sets of vertices in H that are assigned the values + 1 and 
--1, respectively, under f Then IPI+IM[=2p+16, and IPI--IMI=~maj(H ). Before 
proceeding further we prove the following three claims. 
Claim 1. IPl~<k+4. 
Proof. Suppose IPl~>k+5. Then IMl<~2p+16-(k+5)=2p-k+ll, so that ~maj(H) 
=IPI--IMI >~k+5-2p+k-11 =2k-2p-6 ,  which contradicts the fact that 7maj(H)~< 
2k-  2p-  8. [] 
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F ~- K I4  
Claim 2. f (N  [ v ] ) ~< 0 for all v e V(F). 
Proof. Suppose there exists ave V(F) such that f (N  Iv])/> 1. If ve U, then, since v domin- 
ates H, it follows that O<l<~f(N[v])=f(V(H))=Tmaj(H)<~2k-2p-8, whence 
p + 4 < k, which is a contradiction. Hence ve V(F ) -  U. Since N [v] = V(F), it follows that 
more than half of the vertices of F have the value 1 assigned to them under f This implies 
that IPl>(p+8)/2=(p/2)+4. By Claim 1 and the fact that k<~p/2, it follows that 
] P I <<. p/2 + 4, which is a contradiction. [] 
By Claim 2, it follows that f(N[v])~> 1 for all v~ V(G)u V(L). 
Claim 3. f ( U ) = 4. 
Proof. Suppose that f (u )=- I  for some ueU. If f (v )=- I  for all vcV(G), then 
f(N[v])<~--3 for all v~V(G), which is a contradiction. It follows that there exists 
a veV(G) such that f (v )= l .  Define g:V(H)~{--1,1} by g(w)=f(w) if 
weV(H)--{u,v}, g (v )=- I  and g(u)=l .  Note that if xCN[v], then 
g(N[x] )=f (N[x] )+2,  while if x~N[v], then g(N[x])=f(N[x] ) .  It follows that 
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g(N[v])>~ 1 for at least half of the vertices of H while the weights of g and fa re  equal. 
Hence g is a majority dominating function of H of weight )~maj(H) that assigns the value 
+ 1 to more vertices of U than does f, contradicting our choice of f [] 
Proof of Proposition 13 (conclusion). Let S= Pn  V(G). Since f(N[v])>~ 1for all vs V(G), 
it follows that f (u )= l  for some usNG[v]. Hence, each vertex is G is either in S or 
adjacent to some vertex of S, which shows that S is a dominating set of G. Since f (U)  = 4, 
Claim 1 implies that ISle< k, which completes the proof. [] 
6. Open problems 
In the course of this investigation we encountered a number of problems which we were 
unable to settle. A partial listing of these problems follows. 
1. Is it true that the majority domination umber of a connected graph can never 
exceed 2? 
2. Characterize minimal majority domination functions. 
3. Find a good lower boundf on the majority domination umber of a tree. 
4. Find a good upper bound on 7maj(GuH) for connected graphs G and H. 
5. Characterize those graphs G for which 7s(G)=~maj(G ). 
6. Is it true that, given a tree T and a positive integer k, the problem of deciding 
whether ~maj( T)~ k is NP-complete? 
7. Expand the classification of positive and negative graphs, depending on whether 
their majority domination umbers must be positive or can be arbitrarily negative, e.g., 
try chordal graphs, planar graphs, outerplanar graphs, regular graphs and complete 
multipartite graphs to name a few. 
Note. After this paper was presented at the 14th British Combinatorial Conference, a 
few of the above open problems have been settled. Problems 2 and 3 were answered 
by Cockayne and Mynhardt [2], while Alon [1] provided the following solution to 
Problem 1. 
Theorem 1 (Alon [1]). The majority domination umber of a connected graph is at most 2. 
Proof. Let G=(V,E) be a connected graph of order p. If p=2k+ 1 is odd, then we 
partition Vinto two sets V1 and V2 with I Vll=k and I Vzl =k+ 1 such that the sum of the 
number of edges induced by V1 and V2 is as large as possible. Then each vertex v in V2 is 
adjacent to at least as many vertices in Vz as in V1, otherwise we may remove v from the 
set V2 and add it to the set V1 to produce a new partition of V in which the sum of the 
number of edges induced by the resulting partite sets exceeds that of the original partition 
of V. Hence assigning to each vertex of V2 the value 1 and to each vertex of V1 the value 
-- 1, we produce a majority dominating function of weight 1. Hence if G has odd order, 
then ])maj(G)~< 1. On the other hand, i fp=2k  is even, then let v be any vertex in G and 
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consider the graph G-  v of odd order. As above, we may produce a majority dominating 
function of G-  v of weight 1. We now extended this function to a majority dominating 
function of G of weight 2 by assigning to the vertex v the value 1. Hence if G has even 
order, then ) 'maj(G)~2. [] 
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